CHAPTER 85

CHILDREN AND DOMESTIC MATTERS

HOUSE BILL 10-1044

BY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Carroll T., Todd, Benefield, Kefalas, Massey, McNulty, Merrifield, Middleton, Roberts, Schafer S., Stephens, Apuan, Casso, Court, DelGrosso, Ferrandino, Fischer, Kerr A., Kerr J., Labuda, Looper, Miklosi, Murray, Nikkel, Pace, Peniston, Pommer, Priola, Ryden, Scanlan, Solano, Summers, Tipton, Tyler, Vaad, Vigil, Gerou;
also SENATOR(S) Steadman, Bacon, Carroll M., Heath, Hodge, Hudak, Newell, Sandoval, Schwartz, White, Whitehead.

AN ACT

CONCERNING THE LICENSURE OF NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. 26-6-102, Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended BY THE ADDITION OF THE FOLLOWING NEW SUBSECTIONS to read:

26-6-102.  Definitions.  As used in this article, unless the context otherwise requires:

(a)  "NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION" MEANS A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION THAT IS DESIGNED TO SERVE YOUTH AS YOUNG AS SIX YEARS OF AGE AND AS OLD AS EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE AND THAT OPERATES PRIMARILY DURING TIMES OF THE DAY WHEN SCHOOL IS NOT IN SESSION AND PROVIDES RESEARCH-BASED, AGE-APPROPRIATE, AND CHARACTER-BUILDING ACTIVITIES DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF YOUTH FROM SIX TO EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE.  THESE ACTIVITIES SHALL OCCUR PRIMARILY IN A FACILITY LEASED OR OWNED BY THE NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION.  THE ACTIVITIES SHALL OCCUR IN AN ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH YOUTH HAVE WRITTEN PARENTAL OR LEGAL GUARDIAN CONSENT TO BECOME A YOUTH MEMBER OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION AND TO ARRIVE AT AND DEPART FROM THE PRIMARY LOCATION OF THE ACTIVITY ON THEIR OWN ACCORD, WITHOUT SUPERVISION BY A PARENT, LEGAL GUARDIAN, OR ORGANIZATION.

(b)  A NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION SHALL NOT INCLUDE FAITH-BASED CENTERS, ORGANIZATIONS OR PROGRAMS OPERATED BY STATE OR CITY PARKS OR SPECIAL DISTRICTS, OR DEPARTMENTS OR FACILITIES THAT ARE CURRENTLY
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LICENSED AS CHILD CARE CENTERS AS DEFINED IN SUBSECTION (1.5) OF THIS SECTION.

(13) “YOUTH MEMBER” MEANS A YOUTH WHO IS SIX YEARS OF AGE THROUGH EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE WHOSE PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN HAS PROVIDED WRITTEN CONSENT FOR THE YOUTH TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ACTIVITIES OF A NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION AND WHO PAYS THE REQUIRED DUES OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION.

SECTION 2. Part 1 of article 6 of title 26, Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended by the addition of a new section to read:

26-6-103.7. Application of part - neighborhood youth organizations - licensing - duties and responsibilities - definitions. (1) Notwithstanding any provision of this part 1 to the contrary, a neighborhood youth organization that is not otherwise licensed to operate under this part 1 may obtain a neighborhood youth organization license pursuant to this section. A neighborhood youth organization that obtains a license pursuant to this section shall be subject only to the requirements of this section and shall otherwise be exempt from the requirements of this part 1.

(2) The state board shall promulgate rules to establish a neighborhood youth organization license, including but not limited to the fee required to apply for and obtain the license. The rules shall not concern staff-to-youth ratios.

(3) A neighborhood youth organization licensed pursuant to this section and operating in the state of Colorado shall have the following duties and responsibilities:

(a) To inform a parent or legal guardian of the requirements of this subsection (3) and to post a notice in bold print and in plain view on the premises of the facility in which the neighborhood youth organization operates that lists the following information:

(I) The requirements of this subsection (3); and

(II) The telephone number and address of the appropriate division within the state department for investigating complaints concerning a neighborhood youth organization, with the instruction that any complaint regarding the neighborhood youth organization's compliance with these requirements be directed to that division;

(b) Prior to admitting an interested youth member into the neighborhood youth organization, to require the youth member's parent or legal guardian to sign a statement authorizing the youth member to arrive and depart from the organization without supervision by a parent, legal guardian, or the organization;

(c) To establish a process to receive and resolve complaints from
PARENTS OR LEGAL GUARDIANS;

(d) To establish a process to report known or suspected child abuse or neglect to appropriate authorities pursuant to Section 19-3-304, C.R.S.;

(e) To maintain, either at the neighborhood youth organization or at a central administrative facility, records for each youth member admitted into the neighborhood youth organization containing, at a minimum, the following information:

(I) The youth member’s full name;

(II) The youth member’s date of birth;

(III) The name, address, and telephone number of a parent or legal guardian of the youth member;

(IV) The name and telephone number of at least one emergency contact person for the youth member; and

(V) A parent’s or legal guardian’s written authorization for the youth member to attend the neighborhood youth organization;

(f) To require a youth member’s parent or legal guardian to sign a statement authorizing the neighborhood youth organization to provide transportation prior to field trips or to and from the neighborhood youth organization; and

(g) To follow the requirements specified in subsection (4) of this section for a fingerprint-based or other criminal history record check of each employee and volunteer who works with or will work with youth members five or more days in a calendar month.

(4) A licensed neighborhood youth organization shall require all employees and volunteers who work directly with or will work directly with youth members five or more days in a calendar month to obtain, prior to employment and every two years thereafter, one of the following:

(a) A fingerprint-based criminal history record check through the Colorado Bureau of Investigation and request the State Department to ascertain whether the person being investigated has been convicted of felony child abuse as specified in Section 18-6-401, C.R.S., or a felony offense involving unlawful sexual behavior as defined in Section 16-22-102(9), C.R.S. The neighborhood youth organization shall not hire a person as an employee or approve a person as a volunteer after confirmation of such a criminal history.

(b) A Federal Bureau of Investigation fingerprint-based criminal history record check through the Colorado Bureau of Investigation if the employee, volunteer, or applicant has resided in the State of
The neighborhood youth organization shall not hire a person as an employee or approve a person as a volunteer after confirmation of such a criminal history.

(c) A comparison search by the state department on the ICON system of the state judicial department or a comparison search on any other database that is recognized on a statewide basis by using the name, date of birth, and social security number information and any other available source of criminal history information that the state department determines is appropriate to determine whether the employee or volunteer has been convicted of felony child abuse as specified in section 18-6-401, C.R.S., or a felony offense involving unlawful sexual behavior as defined in section 16-22-102 (9), C.R.S. The neighborhood youth organization shall not hire a person as an employee or approve a person as a volunteer after confirmation of such a criminal history.

(d) A separate background check by a private entity regulated as a consumer reporting agency pursuant to 15 U.S.C. sec. 1681 et seq. that shall disclose, at a minimum, sexual offenders and felony convictions and include a social security number trace, a national criminal file check, and a state or county criminal file search. The separate background check shall ascertain whether the person being investigated has been convicted of felony child abuse as specified in section 18-6-401, C.R.S., or a felony offense involving unlawful sexual behavior as defined in section 16-22-102 (9), C.R.S. The neighborhood youth organization shall not hire a person as an employee or approve a person as a volunteer after confirmation of such a criminal history.

(5) A person who visits or takes part in the activities of a licensed neighborhood youth organization but who is not required to obtain a criminal history record check pursuant to subsection (4) of this section shall at all times be under the supervision of an employee or volunteer who has been hired or approved after obtaining a criminal history record check pursuant to subsection (4) of this section.

(6) The governing board of each licensed neighborhood youth organization shall adopt minimum standards for operating the licensed neighborhood youth organization, including but not limited to standards concerning staff, staff training, health and safety, and mechanisms for assessing and enforcing the licensed neighborhood youth organization's compliance with the standards adopted.

(7) The state department shall have the authority to receive, respond to, and investigate any complaint concerning compliance with the requirements set forth in this section for a licensed neighborhood youth organization.
(8) A LICENSED NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION SHALL NOT BE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN OR KEEP ON FILE IMMUNIZATION RECORDS FOR YOUTH MEMBERS PARTICIPATING IN THE ORGANIZATION'S ACTIVITIES.

(9) AS USED IN THIS SECTION, UNLESS THE CONTEXT OTHERWISE REQUIRES:

(a) "EMPLOYEE" MEANS A PAID EMPLOYEE OF A NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION WHO IS EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER.

(b) "VOLUNTEER" MEANS A PERSON WHO VOLUNTEERS HIS OR HER ASSISTANCE TO A NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION AND WHO IS EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER.

SECTION 3. 19-1-307 (2), Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW PARAGRAPH to read:

19-1-307. Dependency and neglect records and information - access - fee - rules - records and reports fund - misuse of information - penalty. (2) Records and reports - access to certain persons - agencies. Except as otherwise provided in section 19-1-303, only the following persons or agencies shall be given access to child abuse or neglect records and reports:

(j.7) THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES INVESTIGATING AN APPLICANT FOR AN EMPLOYEE OR VOLUNTEER POSITION WITH, OR AN EMPLOYEE OR VOLUNTEER OF, A LICENSED NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ORGANIZATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 26-6-103.7 (4) (c), C.R.S., WHEN THE APPLICANT, EMPLOYEE, OR VOLUNTEER HAS GIVEN WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES TO CHECK RECORDS OR REPORTS OF CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT.

SECTION 4. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.

Approved: April 14, 2010